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Middle Earth’s Most Wanted: Deadliest Heroes
By DCHL Rob (aka Master Elrond)

Heroes are an integral part of the Lord of the Rings/Hobbit Strategy Battle Game. They lead your
warbands, drive the narrative of the game and, crucially, are the only source of Might for your army.
There are many considerations that need to be taken into account when choosing which heroes are
best for your force. Below, we’ve listed some of the deadliest warriors to grace the battlefields of
Middle Earth… most of which you are guaranteed to encounter at some point during a tournament
and how to take them down! To curtail the near limitless variables that go into deciding which heroes
are deadliest, we’ve chosen only heroes that cost 200 points or less (so no Sauron or Smaug), are
commonly seen (so no Balrog) and that individually make a huge impact on any game they are in
(either through their own actions or as a support of the troops around them). To provide a wellrounded look, we’ve also chosen to only showcase a single hero per faction which we feel represents
the cream of the crop of their race.

Kingdoms of the Noldor

Gil-Galad, High King of the Elves
The Noldor (High Elves) have many great
heroes they can call upon to push back
the legions of darkness. But truly, one
stands head and shoulders above his
peers: Gil-Galad. With the highest
natural Fight value in the game of 9 (with
the exception of a Balrog), a Defense of
7 (8 if you buy him a shield) and 3
attacks with his magical spear Aeglos

(which gives +1 to all rolls to wound), GilGalad is truly a lord of battle. Couple
these impressive stats with Terror, a 12”
Stand Fast and 3 Might, and Gil-Galad
truly earns his title of High King of the
Elves. Furthermore, Gil-Galad allows you
to upgrade High Elf Warriors in your
force to King’s Guard, granting them a
Fight value of 6… matching or exceeding
most other races’ top heroes!

To take this guy down, you will most certainly need magic! Heroic Strikes will do very
little since in most cases, you will only match his fight value. Transfix/Immobilise is
your best friend, and three Will can only old him together for so long. If you have no magic, then mass
bowfire will certainly help. With only 1 point of Fate, he will not survive too many lucky 6/4 rolls to
wound. And once in close combat, use monsters to rend or surround him repeatedly and wait for the
bad roll.

The Woodland Realms

Thranduil, King of Mirkwood
The Sindarin rulers may not have seen
the light of the Valar, but they are no
less terrible foes for the evil creatures of
Middle Earth. Chief among them stands
Thranduil, King of Mirkwood. For a
bargain cost, Thranduil’s Circlet of Kings
allows him to grant Terror to himself and
his allies within 6” for free. Furthermore,
once per game he can automatically cast
the dreaded Nature’s Wrath spell
without needing to expend any Will

points to do so. And with a Fight of 6, 2
Attacks and 3 Might points, he’s no
slouch in combat either. However, if a
true fighter is called for, Thranduil has an
alternate profile that meets the need.
When roused to war (such as during the
Battle of the Five Armies), Thranduil
trades his magical utility for one of the
most terrifying statlines in SBG: Fight 7
and 4 Attacks (+1 for every enemy he
engages beyond the first) with his paired
Elven Blades.

Thranduil is a nightmare in both forms, but he also has glaring weaknesses. Keep your heroes on the
edge of your battle lines to resist Nature’s Wrath. Once cast, he cannot do it again. The combat
version of Thranduil is considered far scarier, but has a severe lack of Defense. With only defense 6, if
he loses a fight, it will hurt. However surrounding him is not a good option. A far better one is to send
one big hero against him, or just feed him with small worthless troops while you destroy the rest of
his army and bring the opponent to 25%
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Kingdoms of Men

Boromir, Captain of the White Tower
The lands of men are ever beset
by Sauron’s orcs. To push back
the tide, many heroes have
arisen through the ages to
bolster the courage of men and
bring the fight to Mordor’s
hordes. Chief among them
stands Boromir, Captain of the
White Tower of Minas Tirith.
Unique in the game, Boromir

has 6 Might… twice that of any
other hero. With a Fight of 6, 3
Attacks and a Defense of 7
(when taken with a shield),
Boromir can just as easily single
handedly carve his way through
a phalanx of Uruk-Hai or go toe
to toe with Sauron’s finest
commanders.

This is one the toughest heroes you will have to fight. Your only option is to wear him down. At full
Might, it will be almost impossible for him to lose a fight. So you must send many high courage units
to attack him at once and make sure he has to spend his Might as often as possible. Do not fear his
horn since you will more often pass as long as you send some of your most courageous troops. Also,
by sending only one model to deal with him, the opponent may be tempted into calling Heroic fights,
which will burn through his might faster.

The Sons of Durin

Dwalin, Champion of Erebor
A member of Thorin’s Company
and a veteran of the Battle of
the Five Armies, Dwalin is the
finest fighter to come from the
Mountain Halls of the Dwarves.
With a Fight of 6, 3 Might and a
natural Strength of 5, Dwalin can
muscle his way through even the
most stubborn defender(s). As a
cherry on top, his King’s Axemen
rule allows him to choose
between two fighting styles.
Either with two axes, granting

him 4 attacks, or with a TwoHanded axe giving him +1 to his
rolls to wound (in this
configuration, he wounds
Defense 7 on a 4+!).
Furthermore, his Weapon
Master rule means he will never
suffer the regular -1 to his Duel
rolls for fighting with a twohanded weapon, and never
counts as unarmed (useful if a
cheeky Gundabad Blackshield
Shaman shatters his weapons).

As another rare hero with absolutely no weakness, this is another extremely tough fight and will
require a lot of dedication to bring down. You should expect that whenever Dwalin rolls to wound, he
will kill. Therefore do not send your highest defense warriors after him. Instead spam cheaper units
and use piercing strike…a lot. If Dwalin loses, then you will most likely have him trapped and
spamming a lot of high strength hits.
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The Free Folk of Middle Earth

Beorn
A gentle soul really, Beorn would prefer to
spend his time tending to his garden, but
Valar help you if you manage to rouse him to
Wrath! Beorn is truly a monster, in every
sense of the word. Unique among heroes in
SBG, Beorn can actually change his shape
during the game. At first, he is a mighty man
and a respectable hero in his own right (with a
Fight of 6, Strength of 5, 3
Attacks/Might/Wounds and a Two-Handed
Axe he wields effortlessly with the Burly
special Rule. But when you so decide, it is his
Bear form that is truly terrifying. On a 4+,
Beorn transforms into a mighty Terror
causing, Woodland Creaturing, Magic
Resisting and Fearless Black Bear with one of
the greatest statlines in the game:
Fight/Strength/Defense of 8 and 3 Attacks. As
a monster, he has access to Brutal Power
Attacks, and brings a unique one of his own:
Crushing Strength (ie. Bear Hug).

When Beorn decides to give his foe some love,
he continues to hit his him with Strength 10
hits until he either fails to wound, or there is
nothing left but Orc Jelly in his arms. And best
of all, he can morph between his man and
bear forms (retaining his Might/Will/Fate
intact) at will during the game (well, on a 4+
each time). This means that he is much easier
to hide from shooting or maneuver around
obstacles in his smaller form, until he’s ready
base jump off an eagles back into the thick of
the fighting and let the sweet carnage begin.

Beorn is going to require different tactics depending on his form. His man form needs to be
completely surrounded as fast as possible since Defense 5 will guarantee his death on a bad Fight roll.
Also, remember that he has only a 50/50 chance of morphing. Often players will make the mistake of
morphing at the last minute. You can capitalize on this since he will fail often. If he does transform,
simply drag him away with bait. Beorn the Bear must charge the closest model. This could just be a
lowly orc that wastes his time.

Mordor, the Black Land

Gothmog, Lieutenant of Morgul
Lovingly referred to by many as
‘Tumorface,’ Gothmog was a fitting
choice to lead the Witch King’s
armies during the War of the Ring.
He boasts an impressive stat line
for an Orc (with Fight 5, Defense 7
when shielded, and 3’s in ‘all the
right places’) and as such can bring
terror to men in his own right.
However, it is his Master of Battle
special rule, which allows him to

copy Heroic actions called within 6”
of him for free, that brings him over
the top. The enemy cannot safely
choose to call Heroic Strike, Heroic
Fight or Heroic Move when near
this leader of legions, knowing that
a bad roll-off could cost them a
Might point with no gain at all! Not
to mention, this gives the evil side
excellent Might efficiency,
something it generally lacks.

With such an average fight value for a high point hero, Gothmog will often find himself outfought by
most combat heroes. This means that Gothmog will have to call his own Heroic Strikes. Also,
remember that Gothmog must be within 6” of your heroes to copy your Heroic Actions. Simply call a
Heroic Move with a Hero that is 7” away or more, and you are fine. This will give you more than
enough distance to cover all your troops if your Hero is in the rear of your formation.
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The Legions of the White Hand

Saruman, the White Hand (and Grima!)
Once the leader of the mighty
White Council, pure ambition and
jealousy have caused Saruman to
defect to the enemy. Just like his
pre-fall version, Saruman still gets
a free point of Will per turn, still
immobilizes enemy heroes and
monsters on a 2+, and still has a
12” Stand Fast range on his
impressive Courage of 7.
However, his dabbling in the
forbidden arts of the Palantiri
allows Saruman to automatically
win priority in one turn of his
choosing… often a decisive event

in a game. Most importantly
though, Saruman the White Hand
can bring along his minion Grima
Wormtongue for a paltry 25
points. Grima is quite possibly the
most annoying model in the game
(along with the Shade) by
attaching himself to an enemy
warband of his choice at the start
of the game and effectively
halving the Might value of enemy
heroes within 6”. To make
matters worse, Grima is all but
immune to any harm so long as
Saruman lives!

Due to the wording of Grima’s rule, he can still be killed with some artful
manipulation. Hurling a model does not count has targeting him, even for Good
armies. Therefore he can be damaged in this way. Also, failing In the Way tests if
you’re evil can also “accidentally” kill him. Other sources of knockback such as
Sorcerous Blast and area attacks that hurt anyone such as Tremor or the Cave
Drakes trapped rule can also kill him. And last but not least, very few know that
Grima can be targeted by Black Dart, Sorcerous Blast, and any other magic
even by “Friendly” models! That’s right! If you have a Magic user, Grima can
be removed in Turn One!
Saruman is a bit trickier. He is obviously weak in close combat though, so it should be no surprise that
you need to get in close to deal with him. To do this, you will need multiple heroes using Heroic
combats to push past enemy lines into the rear of the formation. You can usually pull this off on the
edge of a phalanx where you can be sure to fight only one model and then loop around. Do not rely
on magic too much to beat him. He can resist this for a long while.

The Fallen Men of the Eastern Realms

The Knight of Umbar
All Ringwraiths, named or unnamed, are terrifying foes. They lower courage
of all models within 12” and have some of the most potent magic spells in the
game. Luckily, a common tactic is to tie them up in close combat to shut
down their spellcasting and prey on their average statlines. Not so for the
Knight of Umbar, presumably a fallen Numenorean ruler of old and overlord
of the “King’s Men” of Umbar. The Knight’s Combat Mimicry allows him to
copy the Fight, Strength and/or Attacks value of any opponent he is fighting
at his discretion. And unlike other Ringwraiths, he only loses a point of will
for being in a fight if he loses… which is at best a 50/50 proposition given
he’s always fighting a mirror match.
Luckily the Knight of Umbar starts at the same terrible combat stats as all other ringwraiths, so as long
as you don’t send anything big his way, you should be able to swarm and destroy him the same as any
other wraith. Just resist the temptation to send Dwalin at him and you should be good to go.
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The Dreaded Kingdom of Angmar

Shade
Probably one of the most annoying units in the game, the Shade can drop
the fight rolls you make within 6” of it by 1, which effectively makes it
impossible to achieve a roll of a 6 in a fight without the use of Might. On
top of that, the Shade is hard to kill with defense 8 and 3 wounds. He
even has 3 points of Will to resist magic with. This model creates a very
tough fight, especially if your opponent is rolling more dice in a fight or
has a higher fight value.

Attacking the Shade can be difficult since he is usually in the back of formations. However, if you can
get to him, you should do so with Monsters. Rending and hurling will have drastic consequences for
the Shade since it is only strength 1. Flying monsters do this even better. Don’t rely on compel since
the opponent can simply block the model with his own models. However the most fool proof way to
beat a Shade is to break the army. With a courage of 1, the Shade is destined to run away on a break
test, and other Heroes cannot pass for him. So try to kill weak targets (especially with bowfire) in an
attempt to break the opposing force.

The Goblin Hosts of the Misty Mountains

The Goblin King
Goblins are not known for their fighting prowess, relying on
numbers, fell creatures from the wild and the incantations of
their Shamans to carry the day. But one among their number
truly stands out (not least of which because of his putrescent
girth): the Great Goblin himself, King of the foul denizens of
Goblin Town. The Great Goblin is a one man (goblin?) Wrecking
ball. He has an impressive statline (and waistline) with a Fight of
6, Strength and Defense of 5, 3 Attacks/Wounds/Might. He
wields a Two-Handed Pick as it if were a toothpick (thanks to the
Burly special rule), is Resistant to Magic and causes Terror. As a
monster in addition to a character, he has access to the full range of
Brutal Power Attacks. And finally, he can freely move through his
goblin minions (occasionally crushing them underneath) and even
throw Goblins at the enemy (causing a Strength 8 hit!). Most
importantly, however, his massive girth means that he simply
ignores all wounds (before even rolling for Fate or Fury) on a roll of
3+! Truly, if he was not effectively confined to his underground
home (he’s not so mobile you see), then Middle Earth would be in
massive trouble.
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The Orc Legions of the North

Bolg, Castellan of Mount Gundabad
Bolg is the mighty son of Azog (I don’t care to know how this happened), the great Despoiler of the
North and one-time warleader of Sauron’s armies. Bolg is the single most potent evil Hero in the
game (even nudging out his own father, though barely). With his Fight of 7, 3 Might and 3 attacks, he
will win almost every fight he participates in (even on ties). With a Strength of 5 and a Two-Handed
Pick (bolstered by also having the Burly rule) he will likely kill anything he toaches… and for some
added insurance he re-rolls 1’s to wound against Elves and Dwarves thanks to his Ancient Enemies
rule. If he doesn’t win, his Defense of 7 and 3 Wounds/Fate will make sure he can handle a few
knocks to the noggin (unless of course, Kung Fu Master Legolas defies the laws of gravity in order to
bury an Elf dagger through his head and half-way to his spleen…). Most dangerous of all, however, is
his Bringer of Death special rule, which gives him accumulated bonuses based on how many kills he’s
tallied during the game. If he manages to kill 10 models, he gets a free point of Might for free every
turn. Who’s the Mighty Hero now, Elessar?
Dealing with Bolg is no easy task. He seems to have
amazing numbers in all areas of his stats and
seemingly no weaknesses. And an even worse fact is
that you can’t whittle him down with troops or else he
gets stronger! You will simply have to send your best
against this foe (and by best, we mean your several
hundred year old warriors!). Bolg’s Price tag is largely
made up of his Bringer of Death rule, so if you stop
him from going on a rampage, then he will almost
never get to ten model kills. Just make sure you kill his
Fell Warg as soon as you get the chance!
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